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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to present some recent work investigating nonresponse in the PRAMS survey (the Pregnancy Risk Assessment and Monitoring System), a state-based population survey coordinated by the Centers for Disease Control.I want to thank my coauthors at CDC, Lee Warner, Holly Shulman, and Ruben Smith, as well as my colleagues at Far Harbor, Pat Malone, Jie Min, Eric Booth, and Joe Pirozollo.



• Estimating non-response bias is always imperfect; 
we cannot really know what non-responders ‘would 
have answered’…

• Research Question: Despite this, can we find a 
plausible upper limit of nonresponse bias (i.e., the 
‘worst case scenario’)?

CHALLENGE OF NON-RESPONSE BIAS ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start with a note about the challenges of this type of research. In many ways we are operating in the dark about nonresponse and impact on bias. Estimating bias is always an imperfect endeavor. We can’t really see the counterfactual: how would a nonrespondent answer, if they had actually responded when we asked the question?The main research question we try to answer here, is whether we can find some kind of reasonable upper boundary on nonresponse bias error, by using some worst case assumptions….



• Missing-at-random (MAR)
• Subgroups of the population can systematically differ in their 

propensity to respond (P)
• Yet we can still produce unbiased estimates (of Y) conditioned on 

auxiliary variables (Z; e.g., demographics, geography…)

• Missing-not-at-random (MNAR; aka non-ignorable 
nonresponse):
• Response probability is driven by the survey topic itself 
• Adjustments based on auxiliary variables would not produce unbiased 

estimates
• Example Topics: Poverty, depression, substance abuse, …

MISSINGNESS SCENARIOS

From Groves (2006) 
Nonresponse rates and 
nonresponse bias in 
household surveys.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRAMS, like most modern surveys, generate estimates that assume that nonrespondents are missing at random (MAR). This does not require that missingness is completely random; in fact, people can have different propensities to respond P shown in the first diagram, leading to a correlation with the outcome Y. However, after conditioning on these ‘common causes’ from observed characteristics Z (such as demographics) we are able to generate relatively unbiased estimates of the outcome Y. However, if the missing data deviates substantially from this assumption, standard weighting adjustments will not yield valid estimates. This can occur when the tendency for people to respond to the survey is directly tied to the outcome itself. You can imagine many types of topics where this might occur. Depressed people may be unlikely to respond to surveys and thus estimates of depression would be biased; those in poverty may be very difficult to contact even if properly sampled; and so forth. When this situation occurs, we cannot ‘adjust’ our way out of the problem using axiliary data alone.



• Proxy Pattern-Mixture Analysis (PPMA; Andridge and Little, 2020*) 

• PPMA is a sensitivity analysis method: “Given the observed data, 
how do changes to our assumptions about nonresponse impact 
estimates of bias?”

• New: PPMA can now simulate binary outcomes under varying 
missingness assumptions
• Missing-at-random (best case)  missing-not-at-random (worst case)

• PRAMS data contains rich auxiliary data for the full sample 
(respondents + non-respondents)
• Ideal for PPMA analyses

NEW ADVANCES IN STUDY OF BIAS

Journal of Official Statistics, 2020, vol. 36, issue 3, 703-728*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this paper we are indebted to the work of Rebecca Andridge and Roderick Little. In 2009 they proposed a method of pattern-mixture analysis applied to survey nonresponse, which has been steadily refined over the years to have wider and wider applications. This under-appreciated methodology allows us to flip the script on bias estimation. We do not try to answer the question “how much bias exists in my data?” – with all the inherent non-observation problems of either finding a suitable benchmark, or making extraordinary effort to hunt down nonresponders (possibly creating worse bias), etc. Instead, we ask the question, “If I assume there is some degree of bias in my data, how bad could it be?” This is much more aligned with the way we think about uncertainty in estimation; and it enables us to build plausible confidence intervals -- not based purely on the sample size – but on our underlying missingness assumptions given the observed data.

https://econpapers.repec.org/article/vrsoffsta/
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METHODS: PPMA IN CONCEPT
• Step 1: Create a proxy predicting the outcome 

among the respondents (aux vars)

• Assess proxy ‘strength’ 

• Calculate proxy across nonrespondents 

• Calculate d* (difference parm)

• Step 2: Impute outcomes based on proxy 
variable, under 3 missingness scenarios

• MAR (best case 𝜙𝜙=0), 

• Moderate MNAR, 𝜙𝜙=.5

• Extreme MNAR (worst case 𝜙𝜙=1) 

• Step 3: Estimate bias-adjusted proportions and 
confidence limits for each scenario

Respondents
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�𝝆𝝆

Proxy 
“strength”
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z3

Zr

Non-Respondents

z4

z5

Zr Yimputednr

Difference: 
Resp vs. 
Sample

d*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me first give a quick conceptual overview of the PPMA method. <<FORWARD>>In step 1, we create a proxy variable Z of the outcome from our auxiliary variables. <<FORWARD>>Because our indicators of interest are binary, we run a probit regression of the outcome Y (among respondents) on these auxiliary variables. <<FORWARD>>We then generate a predicted value of the proxy Z for respondents. The estimated correlation between the proxy and the outcome (among respondents) is considered the strength of the proxy. <<FORWARD>>Then among the nonrespondents, we use the same coefficients to generate a predicted value for the nonrespondents. A new parameter, d*, is the estimated standardized difference between the mean of the proxy for respondents and that for the full sample—in other words, an index of representativeness of the respondents compared to the full sample.<<FORWARD>>In step 2, We perform multiple imputation for three values of our missingness parameter MAR, partial MNAR, and extreme MNAR. Extreme MNAR is our ‘worst case scenario’ which assumes that the causes of nonresponse are driven entirely by unobserved factors, and therefore not corrected by the original weighting. In Step 3 we estimated the relative bias of the PRAMS estimate in comparison to the three missingness scenarios. 
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PRAMS Auxiliary Variables

Education Race

Age Ethnicity

Marital Status Previous Live Birth

Medicaid Birth 
Coverage

Prenatal Care

Women, Infants and 
Children Program 
Status

Top 20% Hospital & 
County ranked by # 
births

• Analyzed 13 survey indicators: contraceptive and other 
behaviors, medical conditions, poverty

• Grouped 45 PRAMS sites into 5 response rate groupings:
• Low (39.8% -- 50.1% RR; 8 sites)
• Med-Low (50.5% -- 55.0% RR; 8 sites)
• Med (55.5% -- 59.7% RR; 15 sites)
• Med-High (60.4% -- 65.0% RR; 8 sites)
• High (65.3% -- 81.0% RR; 6 sites)

• Unique benefit of PRAMS: 
• Multi-site survey with same protocol & questions; lends 

confidence to findings across 45 sites
• Fully “known” population

METHODS (DATA): PRAMS, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our current study, we estimated bias for 13 survey items from the PRAMS survey which included contraceptive, smoking and drinking behaviors, medical conditions such as gestational diabetes and normal BMI, plus being below 100% of the federal poverty line. We then grouped sites by their weighted response rates, since a key question was to what extent response rates was related to estimated bias. In the interest of time, I present only the Low, Med and High response rate groupings; however the trends were consistent moving from low to high response. Our lowest group contained 8 sites with rates ranging from 40-50% response; the medium group included 15 sites; and the high group included 6 sites ranging from 65-81% response.PRAMS turns out to be a perfect test bed for this PPMA method, because in effect we have 45 separate simultaneous ‘experiments’ with identical protocols and survey questions, lending some confidence to our results. In addition, because we sample from birth files, we have a fully defined ‘official’ population with a rich set of auxiliary variables for every member of the target population. These 11 variables are shown in the table at right.
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FINDINGS: EXAMPLE GRAPH

• PRAMS weighted estimate
• Manski bounds (horizontal dotted lines) 

• Nonresponders set to “all yes” or “all no”

• Impossible boundary 

• Upper=0.89; Lower=0.48 

• 3 missingness simulations
• MAR (𝝓𝝓 = 0.0, best case)

• Moderate MNAR (𝝓𝝓 = 0.5)

• Extreme MNAR (𝝓𝝓 = 1.0, worst case)

Using Any Postpartum Contraception, Colorado 2019 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will now use an example from Colorado as a guide for the results you are about to see. First off in purple, you see the PRAMS weighted estimate for current use of any contraception. This is the fully nonresponse-adjusted estimate reported in official CDC publications, and for Colorado in 2019, was roughly 84% of women. Next, notice the dotted horizontal lines representing the Manski bounds. You can consider this as the ‘impossible’ boundary, because these lines represent the unlikely event that all of the nonresponders answered either ‘YES’ or ‘NO’. One cannot go above or below these boundaries since the observed respondents constrain the range. As response rates decline, the Manski bounds necessarily get wider.Finally, you will see the imputed missingness scenarios. We ran approximately 250 imputation datasets for each estimate. The Red bar represents the ‘Missing at random’ scenario in which our sensitivity parameter phi is set to zero. This means that there are no unobserved influences on the propensity to respond, so properly conditioning on observed auxiliary variables should be able to provide us with unbiased estimates. Extreme missing not at random is the worst case situation in BLUE, where the propensity to respond is related to the survey item itself through some unobserved mechanism. Moderate missing not at random in GREEN is a ‘middle road’ between these two conditions, a reasonable value as recommended by Andridge and Little.
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.64
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FINDINGS: ANY POSTPARTUM CONTRACEPTION

• As MNAR worsens, PRAMS over-estimates proportion of women using postpartum contraception. 

• Patterns are similar as you go from high to low RR sites; yet confidence worsens as RR decreases. 

• Median bias across 45 sites: Moderate MNAR = +1.5%; Extreme MNAR = +6.25%.

.80
.78

.69

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now look at use of contraception, but instead of a single site, we will examine the 6 highest response sites combined. As you can see, when we assume “Missing at Random” (the red bar) the PRAMS estimate is almost identical. This is exactly as we would hope: our standard method for weighting of PRAMS data succeeded at adjusting for differential nonresponse based on observed characteristics of the population, such as age and education. However, as you dial up more and more non-ignorable nonresponse, you start to see that our PRAMS estimate begins to overestimate contraceptive use; the green bar (moderate scenario) has dropped by about 2 points, and the extreme scenario to the right has dropped by about 11 percentage points.These patterns are quite similar as you examine the medium and low response rate sites. In fact the means across these different groupings are not significantly different. However, notice the change in the confidence we have about these estimates. As we get lower response, it becomes harder to bracket our estimate with tight intervals. Similarly, notice that the Manski boundaries (which shows us the ‘impossible response space’) become wider and wider with lower response rates, as expected.HighRR: Rho= .25; d*=-0.09; PRAMS=.80; ModMNAR=.78; ExtMNAR=.69MedRR: Rho= .18; d*=-0.97; PRAMS=.79; ModMNAR=.77; ExtMNAR=.64LowRR: Rho= .18; d*=-0.103; PRAMS=.81; ModMNAR=.79; ExtMNAR=.64



.31 .35 .38 .36 .39 .42
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FINDINGS: POVERTY

• As MNAR worsens, PRAMS tends to under-estimate proportion of women below poverty line.

• Under-estimation is more pronounced with lower response rates.

• Median bias across 45 sites: Moderate MNAR = -3.15%; Extreme MNAR = -5.25%.

.32 .33 .34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let us turn to the estimation of Poverty. This question about household income usually has the highest rate of item nonresponse in the PRAMS survey, in the 8% range on average.In this case, we start to see the opposite type of bias of under-estimation. However, I will also note that our observed strength of the proxy variable to predict the outcome, is quite high, with a correlation of about .74 for these scenarios. Thus, the credible intervals are very tightly bracketing the bias estimates. As we move into lower response rate sites, we see that under-estimation, as well as uncertainty becomes more pronounced (as evidenced by the higher estimated proportions and slightly wider credibility intervals.Yet our moderate MNAR scenario has PRAMS only underestimating poverty by about 3%, on average.HighRR: Rho= .75; d*= .036; PRAMS=.32; ModMNAR=.33; ExtMNAR=.34MedRR: Rho= .76; d*= .212; PRAMS=.31; ModMNAR=.35; ExtMNAR=.38LowRR: Rho= .72; d*=.207; PRAMS=.36; ModMNAR=.39; ExtMNAR=.42
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FINDINGS: NORMAL BMI (BODY MASS INDEX)

• As MNAR worsens, PRAMS slightly over-estimates proportion of women with normal BMI.

• Median bias across 45 sites: Moderate MNAR = 0.85%; Extreme MNAR = 3.15%.

.47 .45 .40 .45 .43 .37 .43 .41 .36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let us move on to a medical health indicator, that of Body Mass Index. This indicator is estimating women who have BMI in the ‘normal’ range.As with contraceptive usage, this indicator tends to be overestimated by PRAMS as we add more non-ignorable nonresponse. For the Moderate MNAR scenario in the High RR group, we see about a 2 percentage point overestimate by PRAMS, and 7% overestimate in the extreme scenario. Because the strength of our proxy was only in the low .2 range, we also see greater uncertainty as we move into this extreme scenario.HighRR: Rho= .21; d*=-0.074; PRAMS=.47; ModMNAR=.45; ExtMNAR=.40MedRR: Rho= .22; d*=-0.089; PRAMS=.45; ModMNAR=.43; ExtMNAR=.37LowRR: Rho= .21; d*=-0.094; PRAMS=.43; ModMNAR=.41; ExtMNAR=.36
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FINDINGS: SMOKING BEFORE PREGNANCY

• As MNAR worsens, PRAMS under-estimates proportion of women smoking before pregnancy.

• Median bias across 45 sites: Moderate MNAR = -1.25%; Extreme MNAR = -3.10%.

.11 .13 .16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, for our final example of Smoking before Pregancy, we see a similar pattern as Poverty: a tendency to underestimate the value as nonresponse assumptions are violated. Here we see, among the group of high RR sites, that PRAMS tends to underestimate smokers by about 2 percentage points in the moderate MNAR scenario.HighRR: Rho= .53; d*= .115; PRAMS=.11; ModMNAR=.13; ExtMNAR=.16MedRR: Rho= .50; d*= .088; PRAMS=.18; ModMNAR=.19; ExtMNAR=.23LowRR: Rho= .53; d*= .147; PRAMS=.18; ModMNAR=.20; ExtMNAR=.25
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• As we increased MNAR, weighted survey: 
• Tended to overestimate “healthy/positive” indicators 

• E.g., postpartum contraception, normal BMI
• Tended to underestimate “risky/negative” indicators 

• E.g., smoking before pregnancy, poverty

• Lower response rates were associated with increased bias -- regardless of missingness assumption

• Moderate MNAR scenarios showed relatively “acceptable” biases
• Median bias estimates (45 sites) usually within 0-3 percentage points of PRAMS weighted estimate

• Extreme MNAR (among the most biased indicators) showed median bias (45 sites) within 6-8 
percentage points of the PRAMS weighted estimate

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From all of these analyses, we came away with these preliminary conclusions. First of all, as expected, when we simulate more and more non-ignorable nonresponse, standard weighted estimates from PRAMS start to show biases. And the direction of bias was somewhat consistent with expectation. Assuming there is unadjusted bias, PRAMS would tend to overestimate the ‘healthy and positive’ indicators in the population, such as normal Body Mass Index; whereas it would tend to under-estimate the more risk-laden indicators such as smoking before pregnancy and poverty. Furthermore, regardless of which missingness scenario we used, lower response rates were related to increased levels of bias.Yet, when we examine the moderate MNAR scenario, which is the ‘middle ground’ between our naïve assumptions of Missing-at-random and the extremely-conservative Missing-not-at-Random, we find the median error to be within 3 percentage points of the PRAMS estimate. I will leave it to our epidemiologists to determine if this degree of bias is practically meaningful. Even with the extreme assumption, the median bias at the site level was estimated within 6-8 percentage points of the PRAMS estimate, which establishes for this study the ‘worst case scenario’.  
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IMPLICATIONS
• Estimates of bias and uncertainty can be reasonably quantified (topic-by-topic) 

• Bias estimates are driven by: 
• Proxy differences between responders & nonresponders
• Missingness assumptions (MAR MNAR)

• Uncertainty around bias is reduced by:
• Higher proxy correlation with topic 
• Higher response rates

• Sensitivity methods can identify the limit of plausible bias -- extreme MNAR as the “worst case”
• More precise than Manski boundaries (i.e., impossible bias)
• Offers more interpretibility than ‘MAR’ assumption
• Imputation is relatively efficient (and programmable)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my opinion, sensitivity analysis is an underutilized methodology for helping us to understanding the uncertainty and the potential error in our data. That is why I believe that the PPMA methods being pioneered by Andridge and Little have strong implications for large population surveys such as PRAMS. Rather than accept the traditional assumptions used for weighting, we can actually see the impact of violating those assumptions in a principled way, and adjust our expectations of accuracy accordingly.We know from our study that our simulated results can help us estimate bias and uncertainty around bias on a topic-by-topic basis. We see that the bias estimates become greater in the presence of increasing non-ignorable nonresponse as well as differences between responders and nonresponders. The uncertainty around these estimates is reduced when we have good auxiliary variables and higher response rates.These kinds of sensitivity methods help us see the worst case scenario, in a much more precise way than what is offered by the Manski boundaries. The credible intervals provide us a good way to assess simulated results against the standard method of estimation. On top of that, at least for ongoing large-scale surveys, the process of imputing these results is relatively efficient for modern hardware (we can complete simulations for one site with several hours of computing time). In the future, the entire simulation process itself, across all sites and survey variables, could be automated as a part of annual investigations of bias as required for federal survey systems.
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LIMITATIONS

• Weaker proxy association with indicator (e.g., contraception) yields less precise 
bias estimates

• Good auxiliary data is the key to identify (as well as adjust for) potential bias

• Model performance becomes less stable with smaller sample sizes (n<1000)

• Generalizability: 
• PRAMS population is only among postpartum women
• PRAMS, unlike many surveys, has ‘luxury’ of auxiliary variables at the record level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll wrap up with some key limitations of our work. I will caution that some of our most important indicators, such as contraception, were less strongly associated with our proxy, meaning we had less precise estimates of bias. The rho values for this indicator were in the .17-.25 range.Obviously, this points to the importance of good auxiliary data for use in creating the proxy. Also note that our models of bias become much less stable as we encounter smaller sites.Finally, our study is somewhat limited in generalizability. The PRAMS population is quite unique in a lot of ways. We find that mothers in our target population tend to be more motivated to respond than the general population. New moms often want to share their experiences about their pregnancies, which helps us maintain high response rates relative to most surveys. PRAMS also has a unique sampling methodology and strong partnerships with states and their vital registrars. This provides us with unusual access to record level data that would make most survey methodologists green with envy. This luxury gives us an excellent platform for the investigation of these types of research questions. That said, I know that the PRAMS team is highly open to collaborations with external researchers, and should you be interested in pursuing those opportunities, please feel free to get in touch with any of the speakers today.Thank you again for the chance to share a bit about our work.  
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EXTRAS
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METHODS

• Examples among 
the 13 binary 
outcomes 
selected for this 
study
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